
by Shawn Bates, 1L
Law Weekly

This past weekend GULC com-
peted on a different field: the frozen
sidewalks and warm hearths of
New Hampshire. Cameron Winton,
1L, returned to the state for Kerry,
and Evan Nordby, 3L was on the
trail for Dean. Both GULC students
went to help with the get-out-the-
vote effort, and will stay until
Tuesday's primary election to work
the phones and even drive people to
the polls if necessary. 

The temperature felt like 10
below as the wind cut across the
American plains of Iowa, 15 below
in the New England battleground of

by Jon Massimino, 3L
Law Weekly

Last week the watershed decision
of Roe v. Wade marked its 31st anniver-
sary with the usual national support,
outrage, protests, and other fanfare.
At GULC, one new student group
scheduled a flood of events to draw
attention to what they see as the tenu-
ous ground upon which Roe sits, in the
face of an upcoming presidential elec-
tion and rumors of Justices set to retire
from the Supreme Court. The Law
Students for Choice began the day at a
group briefing on Capitol Hill with
the American University chapter of
the organization, and then a press
conference to jointly introduce a new
bill: The Freedom of Choice Act.

The group then relocated back to
campus to hold a "Commemoration of
Roe" celebration outside of the cafete-
ria area, complete with food and dis-
cussion sheets displaying various sta-
tistics about the past thirty years
under Roe and its progeny. Finally, the
group attended a candlelight vigil
outside the Supreme Court building
to show a measure of respect and sup-
port for the decision that remains an
anchor for women's rights in this

country.
This flurry of events followed up

a successful panel discussion held last
semester, right before Thanksgiving,
that was jointly sponsored with the
American Constitution Society. The
panel looked at the history of the right
to choose and contemporary chal-
lenges to choice, and featured Crystal

Plati, Executive Director of Choice
USA; Jatrice Martel Gaiter, the
President of Planned Parenthood of
Metro Washington; and Karen
Mulhauser, the first Executive
Director of NARAL Pro-Choice
America. Two Thursdays ago, Law
Students for Choice held a fundraising

by Nicholas C. Erickson, 1L
Law Weekly

Around 6:52 p.m. on Tuesday, Jan.
12, Trevor Gibbons, 1L, was standing
outside the Edward Bennett Williams
Law Library talking on his cell phone
when he observed an individual
"crouching near one of the bike racks
[outside the library] who was looking
around the quad suspiciously."
Suddenly, the man "reach[ed] into his
bag and pull[ed] out a large bolt cut-
ter." Believing that a theft was in
progress, Gibbons rushed back into
the library and informed the on-duty
public safety officer of what he had
witnessed. 

The officer immediately contacted
communications which dispatched
two additional public safety officers to
the scene. The first to arrive observed
the suspect moving among the rack as

Guest Contributors
for Law Weekly

Four Georgetown students,
working in the Center for Applied
Legal Studies (CALS), part of GULC's
top-flight program of clinical legal
education, recently won hotly con-
tested cases in federal immigration
court. Through their victories, their
clients -- a young man from Ethiopia
who had been imprisoned and tor-
tured because of his political activi-
ties; and a 51-year old woman, also
from Ethiopia, whose husband was
incarcerated for over ten years until
he died in prison because of his anti-
government activism in a teacher's
union -- won the right to stay in safe-
ty in the United States as asylees.

In the case litigated by Cary
Graham, 3L, and Supriya Molina, 3L,
their client, his father and his brother
had all been involved in creating and
promoting a secret political organiza-
tion, the Ethiopian Democratic
League (EDL). The client, a teenager

at the time, aided the organization by
distributing leaflets, speaking out
against the government's treatment of
Eritreans  and supporting the party's
candidate in the 2000 regional elec-

tions. In retaliation, the Ethiopian
government detained, interrogated
and beat EDL members, attempting
to deter further opposition activities.
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Students at the candlelight vigil last Thursday outside the Supreme Court
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(L-R) Interns Mara Hurwitt, Claire Bishop and Cary Graham help each other
finalize preparation for their asylum hearings.
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Greenhalgh Competition
The Greenhalgh Competition,

which is open to all 1L, 1E, 2L, 2E,
and 3E students, is your chance to be
a part of Georgetown’s Mock Trial
Teams. The competition will begin
with preliminary rounds held Friday,
Jan. 30 and Saturday, Jan. 31. Packets
for the 2004 Greenhalgh Mock Trial
Comeptition will be available to pick
up Monday, Jan. 26, from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m. and 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. in the
Chapel Area of McDonough Hall. An
optional, but highly recommended
skills session for the competition will
be held on Monday, Jan. 26 at 3:30
p.m. in McDonough Room 207 and
repeated at 8 p.m.      

      

More Incentive to Work Out 
It is not too late to sign up for the

annual “I WIN” competition at the
Fitness Center. You are not required
to use the Fitness Center, and the 30
minutes can be broken down in any
way you want. For more information,
see Karen Pierce in the Fitness Center. 

      

Mass Schedule 
Sunday Mass will be celebrated

in the Chapel at 11 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Daily masses will continue to be held
at 12:15 p.m. and on Mondays and
Wednesdays at 5 p.m. in the Chapel.

      

Mutual Appreciation 
Between Faiths?             

Georgetown’s Muslim Chaplain
Imam Yahya Hendi and Dr. Marc
Gopin, Rabbi and Director of the
Center for World Religion Diplomacy
& Conflict Resolution will discuss
resolution of conflicts between Islam
and Judiasm on Monday, January
26th, from 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. on
the 12th Floor of Gewirz. A Q&A ses-
sion and reception will follow the
presentation. 

      

Do You Like Chocolate?
Of course you do. Especially

when eating it helps a good cause.
Amnesty International is sponsoring
“For the Love of Chocolate.” For $5,
you will be able to eat all the choco-
late dessert you can stomach. The
event will be held Feb. 11 from 3:30
p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in the Moot
Courtroom. Proceeds will go towards
funding the Bettina Pruckmayr
award. 

Events like this don’t just happen
by themselves, though. Amnesty is
looking for bakers to prepare
desserts. Prizes are available for those
desserts which are judged to be of
exceptional quality. If you’re not a
baker, don’t despair! There are plenty
of other ways to help. To volunteer or
to have more information, e-mail
Rebecca Hammel at
rah28@bulldog.georgetown.edu.

      

Public Interest /
Government Interview

Program
The GULC/George Washington

University Public Interest/
Government Interview Program will
be held on Saturday, Feb. 7 at the
Marvin Center, one block from the
Foggy Bottom Metro Station. Over 90
potential employers have registered
for this program for summer and per-
manent positions. Find details for
application in the OPICS office or
online at the OPICS webpage. Even if
you haven’t bid on employers, many
organizations appear to collect
resumes and informally interview
candidates.  

      

Access to Justice  
Students are invited to join the

Georgetown Journal of Legal Ethics
for a symposium entitled “Access to
Justice: Does it Exist in Civil Cases?”
Dennis Archer, President of the ABA,
will be the keynote speaker at the
event, which will be held from 12:30
p.m. toi 3:30 p.m. this Tuesday on the
12th floor of Gewirz.  Refreshments
will be served.

      

Military Law Roundtable 
Discussion

The Military Law Society round
table discussion has been resched-
uled for Feb. 10 at 8 pm in Room 588
of McDonough Hall. It will feature
Jim Houck of the U.S. Navy. 

Houck, who received his LLM at
Georgetown, is the commander of the
Naval Legal Service Office, North
Central, where he is responsible for
providing defense representation and
other legal services in a 22-state
region. He will discuss the impact
that Judge Advocates can have in the
military today, and the implications
for military decisions.

For more information, contact
Jim.Day@1998.USNA.com.

      

First Year Grades
Grades for First Year Students

for the Fall Semester will be posted
Wednesday, Jan. 28 at 6 p.m. Legal
Research and Writing Grades will be
received in the mail over the next
week.

      

When Law School
Leaves a Bad Taste in Your 

Mouth...
Join GULC Winetasters! Sign up

in front of the Chapel for only $50 on
Tuesday and Wednesday of this
week, from 10-3, to enjoy four tast-
ings this semester with great wines
and lots of cheese.  

Solution to appear next week!

Karate and Martial Arts
Practice Sessions

If you have any interest in training
in martial arts, whether you are

advanced or just beginning, please
come by

The Aerobics Room, Gewirz,
Tuesdays

from 4 - 5 p.m.

For more information, please e-mail 
db58@law.georgetown.edu
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by Alex Henlin, 3L
Special to the Law Weekly

The Federalist Society's chapter
here at Georgetown Law hosted a
roundtable discussion with Boston
University Law Professor Randy
Barnett on the subject of his new book,
Restoring the Lost Constitution
(Princeton University Press, 2004) this
past Wednesday afternoon.
Approximately 35 students and out-
side guests attended the hour-long
discussion, with many staying on after
the event to talk with Prof. Barnett
about the themes of his book.

Andrew Lom, 2L, the current Vice
President of Finance for the Federalist
Chapter, described the event as "rivet-
ing and electrifying. Barnett is quite
possibly one of the best libertarian
speakers we've brought to campus in
the past two years."

In his presentation, which he
billed as one that would only "skim
the surface" of his book, Barnett
advanced the notion that the Supreme
Court has redacted the Constitution
through its post-New Deal jurispru-
dence in ways that simply would not
have been allowed to happen had
those changes been vetted through the
political process. By extending federal
commerce power to touch purely
intrastate activity, most notably
through such decisions as Wickard v.
Filburn, the Court has effectively
excised the 9th and 10th Amendments
from the Bill of Rights.

The effect, according to Barnett,
has been to turn the Constitutional
system into the exact opposite of what
the Framers intended. Rather than
have "islands of power in a sea of lib-
erty, we now have islands of liberty in
a sea of virtually unrestrained federal
power." This transformation has been
effected by the Supreme Court's prac-
tice of giving deference to a legislative
determination that a law is presump-
tively constitutional so long as one can
conceive of a possible rationale to jus-
tify it.

The result, according to Barnett, is
that those rights we call "fundamental"
are only those that a court deems to be
so. Effectively, by breaking away from
the system of enumerated rights in the
Bill of Rights, the Court has substitut-
ed its moral judgments for those of
individual people by giving its protec-
tion to unenumerated rights. The
proper role for the Court, according to
Prof. Barnett, is simply to avoid this
realm of opinion altogether. Instead, it
should enforce strictly the Bill of
Rights; other behavior is simply not
capable of being regulated according

to the 9th and 10th Amendments.
Anything less is an unconstitutional
infringement on individuals' right to
liberty, Barnett contends.

The Federalist Society is a national
group that seeks to advance conserva-
tive and libertarian principles in legal
thought. The Georgetown chapter,
according to Vice President of
Publicity Libby Locke, 2L, delights in
bringing to campus "people with per-
spectives that people don't often hear
in the classroom here at Georgetown. I
think Barnett fits that description per-
fectly."

Federalist Society hosts Professor Randy Barnett

Photo by Nicholas C. Erickson, 1L
Professor Barnett leads discussion with Federalist Society members.

Professor Randy Barnett’s new book,
Restoring the Lost Constitution

New Hampshire, and a relatively
balmy 50 in suddenly crucial South
Carolina. These far flung reaches are
home to one of the most contested
political primaries in recent history.
The much-mediaed Howard Dean has
suddenly been placed in the position
of a real underdog and outsider, not
just the one he plays on the campaign
trail. "Comeback Kerry" took in
$300,000 in donations in the 48 hours
after an unexpectedly strong win in
the Iowa Caucuses. John Edwards is
trying to use a similar showing to
much less effect. And in the shadow
of Iowa is the darkhorse candidate --
Wesley Clark, former four-star gener-
al and Commander of NATO, himself
no stranger to the strategic campaign.

And the secret weapon all of them
are deploying? Their very own shock
troops of GULC students. 

Students like Winton and Norby
are on the front lines of the campaign
trail in support of their pick for the
nomination to challenge to George W.
Bush in November. Neal Kemkar took
time off from his day job as a grass-
roots organizer (and night job as a 1L
in Section 7) to help out an old friend
in his role as a field director for Kerry
in Iowa. Kemkar hit the ground run-
ning in Waterloo where he helped to
organize event that brought two
United States Senators and over 700
supporters to a local high school gym
to hear the "liberal lion" Senator Ted
Kennedy endorse and stump for fel-
low Massachusetts Senator John
Kerry. 

"I came to law school to learn
about making policy," said Kemkar,
"and the Iowa Caususes are one major
step in determining what policy [will
be made] in January 2005."

A similar sentiment drove a
group of four GULC students to the
front lines in New Hampshire the
same weekend that Kemkar was in
Iowa. Along with approximately 100
other supporters, Brian Greer, Rachel
Glickman, David Mortlock and Stacy
Cooper (all 3Ls) took a 10-hour trip
from Union Station to Manchester,
New Hampshire, to campaign for
General Clark. Once there they hit the
streets in a door-to-door effort to pull
together Clark supporters and to con-
vert the undecided.

Many of the students have had
campaign experience before, though
as Glickman observed, "I have
worked on state and local campaigns
in Florida, but it's much different
doing it in the cold!"

The modern Presidential cam-
paign has come to be associated with
the glitz and glamour of staged con-
ventions, TV issue and attack ads and
the ubiquitous street sign. However,
the primaries are still often about old-
fashioned, grassroots, baby-kissing
politics. And it is this sort of politics
that requires numbers -- lots of them.
Not the numbers on anyone's poll, but
the numbers of bodies in the field. 

To get those bodies in, campaigns
pull from a national base of support-
ers who are willing to spend their
own money getting to Iowa, New
Hampshire, South Carolina or wher-
ever the battleground is perceived to
be. There the campaign will typically
help with finding housing either in
the dormitories that have been set up
for the on-site staff or with other local
supporters. 

Winton made the drive up to New
Hampshire and stayed with a family
in a converted apple barn. "A week
after my Con Law final I was on the
ground in New Hampshire…it was a

nice way to balance out the theoretical
study of con law with practical work
in politics." 

Derron Parks headed to South
Carolina for Clark where he "can-
vassed neighborhoods, called regis-
tered voters from phone banks, and
handed out campaign literature at
grocery stores, churches, and an
American Legion/Disabled American
Veterans oyster roast. I even cam-
paigned when I went to get a haircut
at a local barber shop …by the way,
the owner put up a Clark sign in his
window." Of the group he went with
,"some stayed in a Youth Hostel that
had been taken over by Clark volun-
teers and some stayed in a hotel."

Each of the
campaigners said
they worked close-
ly with the cam-
paign to coordinate
their visits. There
was always some-
thing for volun-
teers to do. After
helping to organize
the evening,
Kemkar had his
picture taken as
part of the crowd
at the Kerry/
Kennedy event and
ended up on
CSPAN and in a
Reuter's photo. 

The "highlight"
of the weekend for
the New
Hampshire Clark
supporters was
attending a rally
with the General
and Michael Moore
(Roger and Me and
Bowling for

Columbine). Unfortunately, Parks
missed the General's visit to South
Carolina by one day, as he had to get
back to D.C. Monday afternoon.

Student efforts are not limited to
the battleground states, however.
Students are hard at work in the D.C.
offices of the campaigns. Barry
Junker, 1L, has been working in
Kerry's office for months and "hope(s)
to get a chance to make it to SC or NY
soon." But Junker and the rest will
have a lot more work to do once the
nomination has been won. Then they
will face another trial against other
GULC students who are already hard
at work in the Bush-Cheney office,
preparing for the November election.

NEW HAMPSHIRE from page 1

Law Students working in New Hampshire primary

Photos submitted by students
GULC Students campaign in New Hampshire and Iowa.
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The client was arrested three times
and endured weeks in prison and hor-
rific multiple beatings, all for the
"crime" of expressing his political
opinion.

"I greatly respect and admire our
client," said Molina. "After all, he
stood up to defend basic rights that we
all take for granted. He risked his life
and suffered greatly for his cause. I
don't know that I would have had the
courage to do what he did."

The other Ethiopian case in CALS
was handled by Mara Hurwitt, 3L, and
Claire Bishop, 3L. In that case, the
client was a homemaker and mother
who originally was not politically
active at all. She had married a teacher
who became active in the Ethiopian
Teachers Association (ETA), a group
the government considered to be a
hostile and threatening force. Because
of that affiliation, and because of his
continuing criticism of the govern-
ment's human rights policies, the hus-
band was arrested in 1991 and held for
a decade in a series of miserable pris-
ons, one of which was widely known
by the caption, "End of the World."
Before she even complained about this
mistreatment, the client was also
arrested, apparently to put additional
pressure on the dissident movement,
and two of her sons were incarcerated
as well. After her release, when the
police warned her that they could
come to get her again whenever they
wanted to, she went into hiding, trying
simultaneously to look after her fami-
ly and to avoid the ever-present gov-
ernment security forces. Eventually,
she fled to the United States and
applied here for asylum.

In both cases, the students were
working within the framework of
international and domestic United
States law regarding protection of
refugees. Under applicable treaties
and the Immigration and Nationality

Act, the United States does not deport
people who would face "persecution"
back in their homelands. If there is a
"well-founded fear" that government
forces would act against the client
because of his or her "race, religion,
nationality, membership in a particu-
lar social group or political opinion,"
then asylum can be granted. Each of
those terms has a complicated, and
sometimes obscure and contentious,
definition.  The students' task was to
demonstrate that their clients were, in
fact, in such desperate straits.

"U.S. refugee law is complicated,"
says Professor David Koplow, director
of CALS during the fall semester when
these two cases were litigated. "In part,
it's motivated by a humanitarian
instinct to protect people who have
been victimized by the worst brutality
from their own governments. But the
political climate in this country has
been deteriorating in recent years, and
our government has become less hos-
pitable to asylum-seekers, and more
dubious about the validity of their
claims. CALS students, therefore, have
had to work extra hard to prepare a
winning case, and to establish the
claims in court."

In assembling their successful
cases, the CALS students undertook
months of preparation and practice.
They started with multiple interviews
of the client, to get the full story in as
much detail as possible. Often, as in
Bishop and Hurwitt's case, that meant
working laboriously through inter-
preters, since the client spoke only
Amharic. In each case, the students
undertook extensive fact investigation,
contacting people both in Ethiopia and
in the United States who could corrob-
orate aspects of the client's case, and
provide valuable supporting docu-
mentation. They also conducted legal
research, exploring the nuances of
statutory and regulatory standards, as
well as the case law elaborating those
provisions.

"Representing an asylum appli-
cant as a CALS intern was an incredi-
ble experience," said Hurwitt. "I'd
have to say that I never worked hard-
er for 10 credits at GULC, but it was
more than worth it. Not only did I
enjoy the sheer thrill of winning asy-
lum for our client, but I had the oppor-
tunity to work as a member of an effec-
tive legal team, investigating facts,
exchanging ideas, developing strate-
gies and making important decisions.
These are skills that will be invaluable
to me in my future legal career."

The culminating event of the
semester was the hearing, conducted
in federal immigration court in
Baltimore. The opposing counsel was
a seasoned litigator from the
Department of Homeland Security.
Each of these hearings was an extend-
ed affair: an hour and a half for
Mollina and Graham, and three hours
for Bishop and Hurwitt. The students
conducted the entire hearing, includ-
ing opening and closing statements,
presentation of witnesses, and defense
against the government's cross exami-
nation.

"It was so exciting to present a case
in court, to have to think on my feet
and argue with the judge to make sure
our client got the best representation
possible," recalled Molina.

"It's so exciting to see the growth
of the students over the course of the
semester," says Diane Uchimiya, one
of the two Advocacy Fellows teaching
in CALS this semester. "Most of our
students have never previously han-
dled this type of case, but here they
learn how to conduct essentially all the
professional tasks that a lawyer would
typically undertake in handling a
small case from start to finish. The
judges have told us that our students
perform with a level of skill and pro-
fessionalism at least as high as that of
the practicing bar, and the CALS suc-
cess rate in winning most of our cases
certainly confirms that."

"Service on behalf of needy clients
is a fundamental responsibility for
lawyers," says Professor Philip G.
Schrag, the current CALS director.
"We hope the Clinic will provide an
opportunity for each student to exam-
ine career choices and personal values
that will affect their entire professional
lives. We want to teach not only about
the specific litigation tasks of case-han-
dling, but also about the social and
political environment within which
our cases arise. We hope CALS stu-
dents will reflect upon their experi-
ences, and think deeply about what
'justice' means in this context, in addi-
tion to equipping themselves to be
more successful and effective advo-
cates on behalf of their current and
future clients."

"Working on a CALS case,
although difficult and somewhat terri-
fying, has been the highlight of my law
school career," concludes Bishop.
"Mara and I assumed full responsibili-
ty for our client's case, a job that
included background fact investiga-
tion, client interviews and affidavit
writing, legal brief writing and oral
advocacy. All of our hours spent
working in the clinic workroom have
definitely paid off - our client not only
has the ability to start her life over in
the United States with her family, but
she can finally feel safe from persecu-
tion. The ability to make such a differ-
ence in a person's life makes CALS an
exceptional experience."

The process for students to sign up
for CALS or any of the other 13 GULC
clinics for next year will begin in
March. Informational materials will be
available in the Law Weekly and in a
detailed booklet available from the
Assistant Dean for Clinics.
Applications will be due on March 26.
Prior to that, interested students may
contact CALS in room 332, at (202)-
662-9565, or at the website,
http://www.law.georgetown.edu/clinics/ca
ls/.

CALS from page 1

CALS Clients from Ethiopia Win Right to Asylum



party, entitled "The Choicest Party in
D.C.," at the club Local 16. Close to 300
individuals showed up to support the
group.

The creation of the group was
spearheaded by Mattie Johnstone, 2L,
Gayle Horwitz, 2L, and Rachel Brauner
Vogelstein, 3L. The group actually
started last fall, but has had difficulty
gaining recognition due to the debate
swirling around some of their stances.
Law Students for Choice is not funded
by the Student Bar Association, but has
found a high level of receptiveness at
GULC. Said Johnstone, "We've had
great turnout for events and lots of
enthusiasm. Also, we cooperate a lot
with student groups like the Women's
Legal Alliance, the Women of Color
Collective and the American
Constitution Society. We hope to reach
out to more student groups this term,
and they have all been very support-
ive."

A former student group,
Advocates for Contraceptive Equity,
was folded into the Law Students for
Choice because of similar goals and a
desire to not waste resources. The two
groups are in the process of finalizing
their coordination and merger efforts.
Johnstone noted an upcoming meeting
for "the leadership of both groups to
make sure none of their hard work and
accomplishments are lost as the ACE
board will graduate this year."

Law Students for Choice currently
has 13 chapters nationwide, and will

add three more this month at Boalt
Hall in Berkeley, Emory University
and the University of Pennsylvania.
Other top tier schools with chapters
include Harvard, Stanford, American
University,  the University of
California at Hastings, the University
of Minnesota and the University of
Michigan. The group's mission state-
ment describes goals of "educating,
organizing and supporting pro-choice
law students to ensure that a new gen-
eration of lawyers will be prepared to
successfully defend and expand repro-
ductive rights."

Chief among the group's goals are
to educate law students about the
importance of the right to access the
full range of contraception choices and
the freedom of choice. They pursue
this objective through information
campaigns like the data sheets seen at
the Roe celebration last week. The data
shows that even though the law of Roe
still stands, a culture of oppression
exists in the country. For example, a
woman has a one in four chance of
traveling more than fifty miles to
undergo an abortion procedure, and
even then there is only a 47 percent
chance that the chief resident at the
hospital the woman ends up at has
ever performed the procedure.
Additionally, 87 percent of counties in
2003 did not have an abortion
provider.

Pamela Shisler, 1L and Secretary of
the Law Students for Choice, sees a
dire need for such a group on campus.
"Everywhere you look, the barriers to

choice are overwhelming - the lack of
funding for birth control and abor-
tions, the lack of good, affordable pre-
and post-natal care and child care for
women who choose to bear a child,
abstinence only education - and on and
on." Shisler continued, "I just don't
understand how you can call a society
'free' when it deprives its members of
the ability to make meaningful, volun-
tary and knowledgeable choices about
their most intimate reproductive acts.
We need groups like Law Students for
Choice to educate ourselves about why
choice is so important, how it is being
threatened, and what we can do as
lawyers to propel the fight for choice
forward."

The GULC chapter of Law
Students for Choice has undertaken
much, and Johnstone describes a high
level of energy at all its events so far,

but they are not satisfied with what
they have accomplished. The group is
considering putting on three more
panels concerning questions of faith,
morality, choice and communities
affected by restrictions on reproductive
freedoms. The group also hopes to put
on a showing of the movie When
Abortion Was Illegal. Johnstone men-
tioned that they are considering an
event designed to get more men
involved with the group, as
"Reproductive freedom is an issue for
everyone." 

Shisler commented on the support
the group has received thus far, "Just
knowing that so many people see the
problems and support choice makes
me know that the future is in our
hands, and that we will do good things
with it."

if he was removing a cable lock from a
bike. When they approached, the sus-
pect began to move away in posses-
sion of a beat-up red bicycle. He was
stopped but claimed that he owned
the red bike and was just taking a
walk through the G Street Quad "to
see the scenery." On the ground,
where the suspect had previously
been standing was a cut Kryptonite
cable lock, a purplish-blue bike stand-
ing without a lock, and a silver bag of
tools including pliers and a pair of bolt
cutters lying on the ground. The sus-
pect spontaneously denied ownership
of the bag or the tools contained with-
in. He also denied having been the one
to cut the cable. 

The public safety officers did not
believe the truthfulness of the sus-
pect's statements because to some
extent they did not correspond to the
officers’ own observations. Therefore,
District of Columbia Metropolitan
Police were contacted. 

Shortly after the police arrived to
investigate, David Lane, 1L, the owner
of the purplish-blue bike, happened to
come across the commotion. "I was on
my way to McDonough Hall from the
library when I saw police and security
officers standing around my bike," he
recalls. "That's when I noticed that my
bike chain had been cut and was lying
on the ground." Lane informed them
that he was the owner of the bike and
offered to make a statement to that
effect. "It was just a coincidence that I
was walking by … total luck," he con-
cluded. Lane waited until the officers
took the suspect away before he and
Gibbons wrote their formal state-
ments. 

D.C. Police confis-
cated the bag of tools,
but did not arrest the
suspect. Since the sus-
pect was not found in
possession of either the
tools or Lane's bike, the
Police felt they did not
have enough evidence
to charge him with
theft. Instead they
placed him in their
squad car and "escort-
ed" him away from the
campus.

As a result of this
incident, Lane has
already begun taking
greater precaution to
protect his bike. For
starters he "finally went
out and invested in a U-
lock" after noticing that
the suspect had passed
up a number of other
more expensive bikes
because they were secured with this
$70 device. There are some disadvan-
tages to his new lock, because the old
cable "could be wound around [the
bike and the rack] more easily" but is
pretty worthless if the bike can easily
be taken. Lane's suggestion for other
students is to acquire a similar U-lock
because it is doubtful that they can be
easily cut. 

He also parks and locks his bike
on the outermost rack, so that it is
more visible to students and
patrolling security officers. He plans
on registering his bike with the Office
of Public Safety in the near future so
that it can be identified if someone
tries to steal his bike again. Finally, he
is going to look into obtaining access

to the caged bike rack under
McDonough Hall. Only those who
park their bikes in this rack are given
keys.

Gibbons writes that his "involve-
ment with the attempted bike theft
was actually pretty minimal."

Lane disagrees, "I am very thank-
ful for his efforts. He prevented my
bike from being stolen. While his
involvement might have been minor,
it was the most significant part." At
the same time, Lane is also apprecia-
tive of the efforts by Georgetown's
public safety officers. "I am thankful
that they responded so quickly. Had
they not done so, [the suspect] could
have gotten away with my bike"
before anyone could have stopped
him.
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Student thwarts theft

ATTEMPTED BIKE THEFT from page 1

Photo courtesy Nicholas C. Erickson, 1L
The thief tried to steal this bicycle outside the Library.

Roe anniversary celebrated
CHOICE from page 1

Photo by Nicholas C. Erickson, 1L
“Happy Birthday Roe”: Law Students Celebrate with cake, flyers and posters.

The following crimes occurred in and
around Georgetown Law Center within
the last week. If anyone has any informa-
tion that could help in the investigations
of these or other crimes, please contact the
Office of Public Safety at (202) 662-9325
or MPD.

Office of Public Safety

No incidents were reported by time
of printing.

Metropolitan Police

Jan. 14, 2003 - Car Theft
Car owner parked on 600 block of

10th Street NW.  Upon return, car had
been stolen by unknown suspect.

Jan. 15, 2003 - Assault With Deadly
Weapon

Victim was in a verbal altercation
with suspect on 700 block of 6th
Street NW when suspect struck the
victim about the head and body with
a level.  Victim was treated at a local
hospital.

Jan. 15, 2003 - Theft from wallet
A woman had various property

taken from her wallet which had been
left unattended in a briefcase at 500
block of Indiana Avenue NW.

Jan. 15, 2003 - Theft
Suspect placed book bag above

alarm system while leaving a build-
ing at unit block of Massachusetts
Avenue NE.  Suspect was stopped
and taken property was found inside
bag.

CCrriimmeeBBeeaatt
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Panthers vs. Patriots: Jury still out on Super Bowl favorite

by Feras Gadamsi, 1L and Michael Palisano, 1L
Law Weekly

Feras says: Panthers over
Patriots, 20-17

Jake Delhomme and the
Carolina Panthers are the 2001 New
England Patriots. Simple analogy
with a simple answer for those still
wondering what the conclusion of

Super Bowl XXXVIII will be. The Panthers will win on
a last second John Kasay field goal after being set up
for the kick by a 32-yard completion from the Panther
40 to the New England 28-yard line. Out and up route
from Super Bowl MVP Delhomme to wide receiver
Steve Smith.

Sounds impossible? That's what everyone said in
Super Bowl XXXVI, when the 14-5 wild card Patriots
upended a heavily favored 16-2 St. Louis Rams team.
The only difference this year? Location, and even then
the two cities aren't too far apart. To be sure, I predict-
ed this at the beginning of the season. Well, sort of. I
predicted a team with a losing record would make the
Super Bowl and win it, and the 7-9 Panthers of a year
ago fit the bill.

Now it seems the dominoes are falling in place
better than I ever could have expected. This team
plays defense and ball control, two things any pee wee
coach can tell you are the mark of a championship
team. And they play within themselves: nothing is
forced as evidenced by Delhomme's controlled pass-
ing game against Philadelphia in the NFC
Championship game. The Panthers, under head coach
John Fox, threw only 14 passes to defeat the Eagles on
the road. Additionally, Carolina is more than comfort-
able in the role of spoiler. They already beat the No. 1
and No. 2 seeds on their way to Houston and both of
those wins came on the road.

New England, mind you, is no pushover and with
a 14-game winning streak going into Super Sunday,
the Patriots sure know how to win. But there is this
sense that there is nothing dominating about the
Patriots. Eventually, it will catch up with them, and
though everyone's been saying that for the past three

months, I believe it will happen in the biggest game of
the year. The reason is that the Patriots game-plan so
well and put players in a position to make plays. 

Against the Panthers, they are staring themselves
in the mirror. The Panthers have no big-game threats.
Yes, Stephen David rushed for nearly 1,500 yards this
season. Yes, Smith and Muhsin Muhammad have
been a great tandem at wide receiver. But there is no
central focus to stop as there was with Peyton & Co.
last week or McNair & Sons the week before. That will
pose problems for the Patriots because the focus is
diluted. They will attempt to stop the run early to get
Delhomme to beat them. Problem is, Delhomme will,
because he has no pressure and because he's proven
that he can shine in big game situations all season by
doing what he does best: play within himself.

Additionally, the Panthers pose big matchup
problems for the Patriot offensive line, which is miss-
ing its best lineman, Damien Woody. The Panther
front four, led by Julius Peppers and Mike Rucker, will
wreak havoc in the backfield against Tom Brady.
Brady is an even better game controller than
Delhomme but only when he gets time to see the field.
Brady won't get that kind of time against the Panthers,
and he won't get it with a simple front four the
Panthers will send. That means seven men against the
Patriot five receiver sets. The Patriots can't run the ball
so they'll try to throw a lot early on, as they have done
the last five games. A big thing to watch for is how the
Pats do on their first drive. They have scored a touch-
down on the opening series in five consecutive games,
but that streak will end in Super Bowl XXXVIII. 

Mike says: Patriots over Panthers, 32-7 
I didn't want to believe it for the longest time. As

an ardent Bills fan, I had convinced myself that the
Superbowl victory in 2002 was a fluke. They won't
win again for another 30 years. Belichick isn't a genius,
he simply got lucky. After all, look at what happened
in Cleveland and New York. The time has come to
stop deluding myself.

It's too soon to tell whether or not history will
reflect this, but the Patriots have become the first
dynasty team since the Denver Broncos of the mid-

90s. History may record the big stars of today, Michael
Vick, Donovan McNabb, Randy Moss, Daunte
Culpepper, Priest Holmes, and the potent offense they
led, but none of those names will be associated with
the Vince Lombardi trophy, at least for now. 

The Patriots’ strength is that they are the most
well-balanced team in the NFL, a strength attained
without a great degree of talent. Let's face it: Brady to
Brown does not inspire the same fear in opponents
that Manning to Harrison does, but look at what hap-
pened to Manning and Harrison last week. Manning
is the NFL co-MVP who had just demolished a very
good Tennessee team, and the Patriots systematically
dissected and dissolved the Colt offense like a sand-
castle near the sea. The Colts offense is not terrible; far
from it. The Patriot defense has merely not blinked
once since being dismantled at Buffalo and
Washington in the first two weeks of the season.
Incidentally, that was the last time the Patriots lost. 

The Patriots will be facing a very good Panthers
team, that in many ways, is their mirror image. It's
easy to forget that a mere two years ago, the Panthers
had one of the worst records in NFL. This season,
they've been able to produce by the strength of an
unknown quarterback named Jake Delhomme and a
swarming, opportunistic defense led by their number
one pick of that dreadful season a few years ago, Julius
Peppers. However, there are some hard truths that the
Panthers have to face, and that is that right now, the
NFC does not have the same strength as the AFC does.
The strength of the Carolina schedule was nowhere as
powerful as the Patriots' schedule, playing in the weak
NFC South, while the Patriots played in the hyper
competitive AFC East. There is no reason to think that
the Panthers, despite giving a valiant effort, will not be
worn down by the merciless Patriot onslaught. 

Make no mistake, it would be a great story if the
Panthers won the Superbowl. All the pundits would
have been proven wrong. Nobody would expect the
Panthers to derail the Patriot machine that Belichick
has fine tuned throughout his years in football. More
often though, we forget that there is a reason that con-
ventional wisdom is thus named: more often than not,
it is true.

Duke be-Devils Georgetown Hoyas at home, 85-66
by Feras Gadamsi, 1L

Law Weekly

Duke is the No. 1 team in the nation. The
Georgetown men's basketball team found out the
hard way.

The Hoyas were nothing but roadkill in an 85-66
loss as the Blue Devils left no doubt in front of a sell-
out crowd of 20,193 about who was the better team
Saturday at the MCI Center.

"I don't know what I can say. We just lost big time
to a good team," Georgetown head coach Craig
Esherick said. "That game was over early."

Georgetown's lone bright spot came early on
back-to-back three pointers by sophomore point
guard Ashanti Cook and junior forward Darrel
Owens. That gave Georgetown a 12-10 lead with
13:20 left in the first half. 

It would be the Hoyas only lead of the game.
"They knocked us back early with the energy

they had," Duke head coach Mike Krzyzewski said.
"The first 10 minutes it was intense. It looked like we
were going to get our butts beat." 

Duke (16-1, 5-0 ACC) quickly ran off eight
straight points on their way to blowing open a close
game. The Devils used their defense to stymie
Georgetown at one end and hit key three pointers at
the other end to put the game away in the first half by
building a 48-24 lead.

Georgetown (11-4, 2-3 Big East) was unable to get
into a flow early, choosing to take three pointers
instead of working inside. The Hoyas were impatient
and forced shots against the Blue Devils' pressure
defense.

"After playing [Duke], they're a better defensive
team than I thought on tape," Esherick said. "All the

shots we got that were good we had to work like
crazy to get."

Duke used big three pointers by senior guard
Chris Duhon and strong inside play from sophomore
forward Sheldon Williams, who scored early and
often. The quick scoring also forced the Hoyas into
bad shots on the offensive end.

Williams put up a career-high 26 points on 12 for
15 shooting as Georgetown had no answer for the
inside-outside game of Duke. Williams also added
five blocks to impact the game on the defensive end
as well.

"Getting the ball to Williams accomplished two
things," Esherick said. "It got our best post player
[senior center Courtland Freeman] out of the game
and got them some easy inside points."

Freeman, Georgetown's only significant inside
presence this year, never really got into the game.
Williams took it to the Hoyas from the opening tip as
Freeman fouled out after scoring only two points and
playing less than 20 minutes.

"Once you get past Freeman, they have nothing
but youth inside," Krzyzewski said. "We knew we
had an advantage there." 

In the second half, it was more of the same as
Williams hit six field goals in the first nine minutes to
build the Duke lead to as much as 34. Duhon and
sophomore guard J.J. Redick filled in the gaps hitting
key three pointers and layups.

"Duhon hit a couple of 3's that gave us a little bit
of a working margin," Krzyzewski said. "He's had an
unbelievable year, and he's been our best player."

The Hoyas used garbage time to make the score a
little bit more respectable. Esherick added that he was
happy that his team did not quit.

"I didn't think we were patient the whole game,"

Esherick said. "This game could have gotten way out
of control if not for Mike's substitutions."

In earlier action this week, the Hoyas were able to
post a home conference victory against St. John's (4-
12, 0-6 Big East), who currently sits in the cellar of the
Big East after a road loss at Rutgers on Saturday. 

Georgetown posted an exciting 71-69 victory in
front of 7,203 at the MCI Center. With the score tied at
69, sophomore guard Ashanti Cook found Freeman
down low for the game-winning dunk with less than
a second to go.

After a Freeman screen at the top of the key, Cook
was able to run around two collapsing defenders and
find a passing lane to the unguarded Freeman, who
had rolled underneath the basket.

"When I got the ball I was basically trying to pen-
etrate and take the shot," Cook said of his game-win-
ning assist. "I looked up, and it was just instincts that
took over."

The Hoyas got in position to win the game by
turning a two-point halftime deficit into a five-point
lead with five minutes to go in the game. St. John's
tied the game late before Freeman's heroics at the
buzzer.

The fifth-year senior Freeman finished the game
with 18 points, 12 rebounds and seven assists to go
along with two blocks.

"That's as good as Freeman has played in his
career," Esherick said. "I'm going to start expecting
that out of him every time."

Georgetown now gets ready for two road confer-
ence games. The first game is against Providence at
7:30 p.m. tonight. The Friars are coming off 10-point
win at No. 4 Connecticut.

The Hoyas will then play against Miami at 7:30
p.m. on Jan. 31.

This Week at the MCI Center:
1/26  7:00 pm  Wizards vs. Portland Trail Blazers    1/27  7:30 pm  WWE World Wrestling Entertainment     1/28  7:00 pm  Wizards vs. Orlando Magic
1/30  7:00 pm  Wizards vs. Phoenix Suns 1/31  7:00 pm  Capitals vs. Vancouver Canucks 2/01  12:00 pm Wizards vs. Cleveland Cavaliers
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by Jason Bache
Law Weekly Guest Writer

"I wouldn't date you if you were the last man
on Earth." How many men have heard that sen-
tence? Well Yorick doesn't hear it much, because
he is the last man on Earth. In fact he and his pet
monkey, Ampersand, are the only two mammals
on Earth with a Y chromosome. Sounds like every
man's dream, doesn't it?

Y, the last man is perhaps one of the top five
comic books being published today. For those who
care, its publisher is DC Comics. In addition to Y,
DC also publishes three of what I believe are the
other top five current best comics, Wildcats Version
3.0, Sleeper and Catwoman. Supreme Power from
Marvel rounds out the top five. Y is barely a tod-
dler, in comic years, now at issue 18. 

Y is essentially about Yorick Brown, who is a
minor amateur escape artist, and Ampersand, his
pet. Also tagging along for most of the ride is
Agent 355, a federal agent sent to protect him, and
Dr. Mann, a scientist who plans to use Yorick's
DNA to repopulate the Earth. In the first couple of
pages of the first issue, an event occurs that instan-
taneously kills every mammal on the planet with a
Y chromosome -- every cow, every ferret, every
dolphin, every bat, every cat and every human
with a Y chromosome. Exactly what caused this to
happen has not been revealed and is the mystery
of the book. 

Y starts with Yorick awaking to find himself
the last man on Earth. Mass hysteria has gripped
the world. The whole global economy has failed in
an instant. Nearly one hundred percent of all com-
mercial pilots are male. Almost all ship captains
are male as well. Also, most power companies and
telephone companies are run and maintained by
men. Electronic communication has been cut off.
Modern travel is nonexistent. Essentials like food

and drugs are being hoarded, society is facing total
devastation and Yorick is possibly the only savior
of it all.

When the panic settles and women start taking
over for the lost men, society starts getting settled
little by little. If you ever read Alas Babylon in high
school, you know what I am talking about. Y has
one of the elements of a story that I think is most
moving in any form of fiction, a post-apocalyptic
doomsday scenario. The movies Red Dawn, Mad

Max, The Matrix and Dawn of the Dead are other
perfect examples. Y employs a science fiction stan-
dard and adds all the proper flare. 

Y is engaging because it is written on a very
mature level. Written under the label of DC's
Mature Readers series, Vertigo, Y shows what
mature really means. Rather than just salacious sex
scenes and an excuse to tell sophomoric fart jokes,
it is intellectual and only properly enjoyed with
some experience and knowledge. Y definitely con-
tinues in the vein that other Vertigo titles, like
Sandman and Swamp Thing, originally tapped, of a
sophisticated exploration of an existential enigma.
What would it be like if you were the last man on

Earth?
Y answers that question, and not as one might

expect. In the aftermath of the plague, as some call
it, a group calling themselves the Amazons
emerges to pronounce they were right all along:
The Goddess hates men. It was an act of the
Goddess that killed all the useless men. These
women ravage the country from the backs of their
bikes destroying anything that still has the taint of
man. They see the event as a sign to despise all
things male. Each of the Amazons even cuts off
one of their breasts to scar themselves and so they
can shoot with a bow and arrow better. When the
Amazons get wind of the existence of one last
man, they become hell bent to kill him at any cost.
So, they send their best hunter to kill Yorick - his
sister, Hero. It would seem writer Brian K.
Vaughan has a thing for Shakespearean theatrics. 

Y is also a great study of the mind of a woman
from the perspective of a man, interspersing femi-
nist theory with scientific revisionist fiction. Y,
being nearly completely cast with women, is a per-
fect forum for the great "what ifs" of feminist theo-
ry. 

Take this great story and add to it the incom-
parable art of Pia Guerra and Jose Marzen, Jr., and
you have one of the most brilliant comics today.
Vaughan is crafting an intricate tale about the
experiences of the last man on Earth, in a world
that is shocking and appealing because it is so
much like what ours could become. 

I'll leave you with one of the highlights of the
book so far. Two lines from issue 3, exchanged
between Yorick and his mother. "After all the men
died, I thought you guys would be holding hands
down at the United Nations or something. When
the hell did women get so petty and…and power-
hungry?" "Didn't you vote for Hillary?"

Jason Bache is a GULC alumnus, and works in the
Office of Admissions.

When the Amazons get wind
of the existence of one last
man, they become hell bent
to kill him at any cost. So,
they send their best hunter to
kill Yorick - his sister, Hero. It
would seem writer Brian K.
Vaughan has a thing for
Shakespearean theatrics.

Last week, we extolled the virtues of being 1789.
This week we compare it to another prominent D.C.
eatery -- Galileo.

We set off for Galileo on Tuesday of Restaurant
Week with very high expectations, being that it is one
of one a handful of restaurants in D.C. to have earned
a 4-star rating, the highest level achieved in D.C. The
front of Galileo is unassuming -- certainly nothing like
what we'd imagined a 4-star restaurant would look
like -- and is set amidst the office buildings of 21st
Street. No matter to us. We were about to embark on
the dining experience of a lifetime, or so we thought.

The difference between Galileo and 1789 was
immediately apparent from our first contact with the
hostess. As at 1789, our table was not ready.  Unlike at
1789, where we were graciously relieved of our over-
coats and then offered a glass of wine on the house for
our troubles, the hostess waived towards the bar and
said that we could wait there. So, our party of four
waited at the bar, where only two stools were avail-
able. The bartender was not engaging, but he was pro-
fessional and the array of alcohols was impressive.
The bar reflected the sophistication of an upscale
restauarant, but was neither warm nor inviting.

After ten minutes, we were led to our table in the
middle of the front dining room. Again, the environ-
ment contrasted starkly with that of 1789.  While we
were seated at tables in the middle of the room at both
restaurants, the arrangement at Galileo was uncom-
fortable. Our table felt awkwardly placed -- almost in
the way -- and the lighting was bright and unflatter-
ing. This is perhaps due to the overcrowding at
Galileo versus the intimate nature of 1789. Despite
this, the table was beautifully set and we had a view of
the gorgeous kitchen, enclosed in glass with bustling
chefs and gleaming copper pots.  We eyed the chef's
table and dreamed of days when we didn't have to
wait for Restaurant Week to afford a meal here.

Our waiter was gracious and attentive, discretely

watching from the outskirts of the dining room, wait-
ing for an indication that we needed something more.
Our water was always full and, of all wonderful
things, there was no ice in the water. Perhaps that is
the mark of a 4-star restaurant: extremely attentive
wait staff and no ice in the water.

As we had yet to try the food, our hopes were still
intact, though slightly damped by the initial reception
and the ambiance. Several people had told us that
their experience with Galileo was snooty service, but
great food. We ordered all three courses at once. For
appetizers, Erin ordered the chick pea soup with
homemade pasta and Amy ordered the gorgonzola
and pistachio risotto.  Both of us ordered the venison
with wine-chocolate-cherry sauce and polenta for the
main course and the lemon curd tart with fresh berries
for dessert.

The appetizers arrived in a timely fashion. They
looked very nice, too. Amy loved the risotto and
thought the use of gorgonzola gave the risotto a love-
ly flavor.  Erin really liked the soup, though it was a
bit heavy on salt. 

The arrival of the main course was well-timed
and, again, we were impressed with the care taken in
the presentation of the food. The venison was deli-
cious and Amy could hear “these are a few of my
favorite things” sing through her head as she tried the
wine-chocolate-cherry sauce.  However, neither of us
was capable of eating more than two bites of the
polenta:  The level of salt was beyond overpowering.
Each of us tried a second taste of the polenta just to be
sure that we weren't mistaken. Nope. We weren't mis-
taken. The polenta was inedible and reminded Erin of
a useful tip she had once received from her mother: If
your husband ever comes home after drinking himself
stupid, make him drink salt water to induce vomiting.
This serves 2 purposes: 1) it prevents a hangover; and,
2) it discourages him from drinking himself stupid
again.  The chef's wife must have been a fan of this
'useful tip,' for the chef had clearly built up a high tol-
erance, borderline numbness, to salt. 

We implored our two friends to try the polenta,
too, and give us their thoughts.  They quickly reached
the same conclusion that we had. What kind of a self-

respecting Italian restaurant serves inedible polenta?
Certainly not a 4-star restaurant.

Dessert was the saving grace of the meal. The
lemon tart was delicate, in a sesame seed shell, cov-
ered with fresh berries. This we enjoyed, along with
the iceless water.

The final touch on our dining experience at
Galileo came as we were leaving. We requested that
the hostess call a cab -- it was well below freezing out-
side and no cab had passed the restaurant for several
minutes.  She brushed us off, saying, "Cabs pass by all
the time." Let us assure you, gentle readers, that at
11:30 p.m on Tuesday nights, cabs do not frequently
pass the quiet block inhabited by Galileo. We walked
four blocks and, bless him, a stoned cab driver, whose
cab was stopped at the side of the road, let us in his
taxi and drove us home, windows down all the way. 

1789 or Galileo, you ask? Amy says: 1789  Erin says:
1789.  Do not believe the hype - 1789 is the way to go.

Chronicles of the Intrepid Duo
by Amy Messigian and Erin Lien

Restaurant Week part two: Defining the “fine” in fine dining

Galileo
1110 21st Street, NW - Farrugut N. Metro

(202) 293-7191

Ambiance 000

Service 000

Food 000

1789 Restaurant
1226 36th Street, NW - Georgetown

(202) 965-1789

Ambiance 0000

Service 00000

Food 0000

Comic book presents interpretation of last man on Earth



by Laura Phillips, 3E
Law Weekly

You may think that Fashion Torts is
moving on because of the recent debate
we've inspired. That's not why. 

Once we realized that people were
actually reading this column, we
thought we'd focus on the more egre-
gious torts of the law school community,
most of which take place after GULC
students have assembled in their sartori-
al splendor in the classrooms and hall-
ways of McDonough. Thus, we intro-
duce the Tortious
Personality of the Week. 

This week features
The Gunner. She has
earned the name Gunner
because she shoots off at
the mouth with the speed
and lack of discriminatory
purpose of an automatic
weapon gone haywire.
You know her: you've seen her furiously
transcribing every single word the pro-
fessor says onto her laptop. You've lis-
tened to her heave sighs in the Reading
Room when you have the audacity to
unzip your book bag. You watched her
take up a four-person table in the lunch-
room at 12:30 so she can re-read her
Torts homework for the fourth time
before class. And, based on anecdotal
statistical evidence derived from three
years at GULC, you probably are her. 

The Gunner is not reviled because
she loves to learn. One who loves to
learn, thirsts for knowledge and comes
to drink at the font of the professor's infi-
nite wisdom is one who actually listens

to what the professor says. No, the
Gunner is one who, more than anything,
loves the sound of her own voice and
will go to any lengths to hear it as often
as possible.

I'm all for sharing in class, to a point.
I myself have offered an opinion and
answered a question from time to time.
However, despite having spent more
than 20 years in a variety of educational
settings, the Gunners have yet to learn
when it is appropriate to speak in class.
For example, it is appropriate to answer
a question or offer a thought when the

professor specifically asks
for it. It is inappropriate to
answer a question or offer
an opinion when class is
over at 3:20 and it's 3:21. It
is appropriate to ask a spe-
cific question tailored to
the issue in a case. It is
inappropriate to ask the
professor: "So, when you

say international law, what do you real-
ly mean?" It is appropriate to ask a basic
question if you don't understand what
the class is doing. It is inappropriate to
ask questions that fall into parts, sub-
parts and sections. Most of all, it is inap-
propriate for the Gunner to monopolize
the professor's time - in the classroom,
before class, after class and during the
break. Professors are people who want
class to be over and to go to the bath-
room, too.

I'm still trying to figure out why I
went $100,000 into debt for law school,
but I know it was definitely not to listen
to the Gunner.
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Dear Heat on the Hill,
Lately I've started to feel attracted to

one of my best friends. We have been
friends since first coming to law school,
but we've never crossed that line. My girl-
friends think the attraction is reciprocated,
but I'm not sure. I would NEVER want to
do anything to compromise our friend-
ship. Is there any way to find out how he
feels without making things awkward?

Sincerely, Platonic on the Potomac

Platonic: Here's something about
men that often escapes women -- men
like it when girls come on to them.
Barring a severe physical deformity or
acute bad breath -- and even then, if
the liquor is right -- no man is going to
turn you down if you start to make a
move, particularly a guy who knows
how sexy a girl you can be. The sure-
fire test to find out whether a man
likes you is to throw him against the
wall and kiss him, hard. The absolute
worst case scenario is that he ducks,
plays it cool, and you live to use your
lips another day.

You don't want to compromise
your friendship? If you deliver with
honest conversation, promise not to
play games with the guy after the fact,
and promise to call him out if he gets
squeamish talking about the subject,
then there is nothing about your
friendship that won't be enhanced by
a good old fashioned roll in the hay.
An old, dead guy once implored us to
"gather ye rosebuds while ye may."  In
the parlance of our times: “when in
doubt, jump the man.” There's proba-
bly nothing to worry about at all.
Liberate your mind, Logan

Dear Platonic: As one girl to anoth-
er, let me give you the age-old advice
on this issue: call in reinforcements. It
is imperative that before you make a
move -- and to avoid any assault
charges -- you engage your mutual
friends, guys and girls, to feel out his
end of the situation. I suggest one of
each gender. The job of your co-con-
spirators is to watch, listen and probe
him for any indication as to his feel-
ings. This should give you a good idea
of whether he's interested -- if so, hav-
ing one of your allies drop a hint that
you'd probably accept a date invite
could never hurt. If this is the case and
the hinting doesn't work, however, it's
in your hands. I recommend a slightly
more subtle approach than physically
accosting him; however, if you do go
that route, at least get drunk first so
you can blame it on alcohol! Try invit-
ing him over to watch the big game,
but keep it casual. The key is to act like
its just a random friend invite and
then once he's over show him how
amazing you are and maybe sit closer
on the couch than you have to. If he's
any kind of man (guys, are you taking
notes here?), he'll take the hint and
make a move. If he's not, then its up to
you to go in for the kill. Start with a
snuggle, if its going well, then pucker
up sister - he's all yours!! If he pulls
away from the snuggle, do both of
you a favor and just act like you were
sinking into the couch weird or some-
thing. Without a verbalization, there
shouldn't be any awkwardness. Good
luck!!! Love, Lucy 

Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) - Pay
attention to your dreams this week.
Especially the ones you have while asleep in
Civil Procedure. Especially the one where
the professor is asking you questions.

Pisces (Feb. 19 - March 20) - Network-
ing pays off this week as you realize that
what with attending all those student organ-
ization receptions, you won't need to spend
money on drinks.

Aries (March 21 - April 19) - The stars
are proud that you showed your liberal col-
ors by throwing food at the TV while Bush
was making the State of the Union, but they
are afraid your roommates are still going to
make you clean up the resulting mess.

Taurus (April 20 - May 20) - Spam in
your inbox reaches new levels of sophistica-
tion this week, but be warned, an online law
degree is not offered by any ABA accredit-
ed schools. You still have to go to class.

Gemini (May 21 - June 21) - Romance
occurs in the stacks as your long hours in
the library pay off - your long hours check-
ing your email and surfing the net, that is.

Cancer (June 22 - July 22) - When cold
called this week, you’ll know all the answers.
Which is good, because that hiding under
the desk trick wasn't working out too well.

Leo (July 23 - Aug. 22) - You will final-
ly have something to be really proud of dur-
ing your law school career. Unfortunately,
winning a pie-eating contest doesn't really

fit into any of the categories on your
resume.

Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) - Don't be
afraid to speak out in class when you dis-
agree with the professor, unless it's about
the importance of learning the cases. This is
an argument the stars are afraid you are des-
tined to lose.

Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23) - Yes, say the
stars, we know it's cold, but burning your
rejection letters to heat your apartment is
probably not the best option.

Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 21) - You're
happy to chat when a long-lost college
friend gives you a call, but when talking to
non-law students, their eyes might glaze
over as you discuss your fascination with the
Erie doctrine. Try to throw in a little securi-
ties reg.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) - You
are filled with energy this week and want to
spend all your time working out. The stars
think this is great, but all that jumping up
and down in your seat in crim class will not
get you in the good graces of your profes-
sor.

Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) - While
playing "six degrees of Kevin Bacon," you
will realize that you are only two degrees
away from Justice Scalia. The stars suggest
not acting on this knowledge.

Horoscopes by the stellar Jenny Cieplak.

The Laws of Love by
Logan & Lucy

Heat on the
Hill

The Quotable...
“It's time to start being sophisticated, or at least jaded.” - The Quotable
Charles Abernathy

Professor Peter Rubin: "You've seen a lot of drug dealers? How do you know
they are drug dealers?" Student: "They are wearing bling." 

"He needed to grow. Over the break, he talked to a mirror, went a few rounds
with stuffed animals, then upped it to a deaf man. After that, he had all of the
confidence he needed." - GULC Student on an emerging gunner

“If you take nothing away from this course, take this - never drink anything
without reading the label.” - The Quotable Heidi Li Feldman

Fashion Torts Moves On
by Counselors Mike Palisano, 1L and

Annie Wartanian, 2L

Re: Dating Dos and Don'ts
Q: I was recently set up on a first

date with a cute but quirky guy.
During dinner he brought me bizarre
gifts, including an egg poacher,
cleared the table and challenged me to
an arm wrestling match and checked
my teeth for spinach. I could tell he
was trying to be playful but I thought
he was just weird. I've been pretty
serious all of my life and I want to
feel more "fun," but I was really
turned off by this guy's behavior. Is
there any hope for me? 

Mike says: Short answer: No, not
really. Everyone knows that quirky
guys are the best lovers, so your best
bet is to expose yourself to the misun-
derstood as much as possible until
you are comfortable with them. Only
then will your own inner weirdness
be slowly drawn out, like a shy lamb
being coaxed from its pen by the offer
of fresh greenery. (Oh, and by the
way, was there spinach in your teeth?
Don't leave us in suspense!)

Re: Habitation Hazards
Q: I live in a dangerous part of

Washington DC (go figure). There
have been violent crimes on my street,
but I haven't had a problem so far.
I've talked to some of my friends and
they told me that I should consider
buying a firearm, but I just don't
know. I've never been comfortable
with guns, but I also think it might be
the best way to ensure my safety.
What should I do?

Annie says: Get a gun? Too much
money and too many worries. If you
feel in danger walking around at
night where you live, a better
approach might be to use it as an
excuse to get a cute guy from school
to drive you home. If you insist on
getting a gun, I would suggest joining
some secret police force so that you
could get hooked up with special
privileges to carry one around.  (Eds.
note: handguns are illegal in D.C.)

Re: School Savvy
Q: I am scared to death of speak-

ing in class. This past week when the
professor called my name I hid behind
my laptop screen, good thing I went
for the 17 inch. I hate the idea of being
cold called and don’t want to give
into the system, but I can't help but
feel guilty for my actions. Am I a rebel
or a wimp? What should I do?

Mike says: Rebel?! If you were
really a rebel, you’d never show up to
class, and you’d attend office hours
solely to inform the professor you
weren't coming to class and there was
nothing they could do to stop you.
Then you'd ace the exam.
Alternatively, you could wear some-
thing to class that would assure being
called upon, like a medieval suit of
armor. When you were called upon,
only then would you lift the visor to
reveal your face and answer the ques-
tion. This system has the added bonus
of ensuring that the professor would
be too intimidated to call on you
again.

Universal Law

General
Counsel

Got Questions?
Email General Counsel or

Heat on the Hill
laweekly@bulldog.georgetown.edu

Confidentiality guaranteed!



Last Thursday, Jan. 22, was the
anniversary of the Supreme Court's
decision in Roe v. Wade (1973). This
event means different things for differ-
ent people and caused a number of
protesters for both sides to fill the
streets surrounding the Supreme
Court to express their views. The
anniversary reminds me of how long
ago this decision was made. Thirty-
one years is much longer than I have
been alive and most likely longer than
most students at the Law Center. We
are the first generation that has grown
up entirely under the protection of
and to some extent are the most apa-
thetic about this decision. During
these years, there has been a steady
chipping away of the very freedom
that we have taken for granted. This
apathy is all the more evident in the
lack of support by men.

Last semester, I went to a panel
discussion sponsored by the
Georgetown chapter of Law Students
for Choice, where speakers represent-
ing prominent pro-choice organiza-
tions discussed current issues in the
movement and upcoming coordinated
events. While the panel was very
good, what I found most interesting
was talking to these advocates after
the panel broke for refreshments.
More than one of the speakers and
female students in attendance
observed that it was very nice to see a
man out to support choice. I realized
that of all the students that attended a
small minority of about five men had
attended. What was even more dis-
turbing was that at the time it had not
bothered me. It has become expected
that men who support choice do so
without supporting women's organi-
zations. Why aren't more men in the
streets supporting these women's
rights?

I think to some extent the men that
do support Roe are too apathetic. Men
do not often think that they have any
vested interest in the movement
because their lives will not be affected.
Furthermore, the battle was fought
and won long before we were born
and those still protesting for change
are yearning for a bygone era that has
thankfully been lost to the ages. What
many men have neglected to notice is
that their lives are affected and their
support is greatly needed because the
struggle is not over. This is a Call to
Arms.

I think it is absurd to believe that
men are not affected by the protections
given in Roe. Every woman who died
either in childbirth or in an illegal back
alley abortion was loved and cher-
ished by men who must have grieved
for her passage. Countless men,
whether they were informed or not,
have benefited from womens’ deci-
sions to get abortions. While women
are saddled with the responsibility of
pregnancy, the creation of a fetus
requires a man. If this child had been
born, the absentee father would have
suffered under financial and social
burdens. Family courts can order child
support and garnish wages and socie-
ty does not look favorably upon dead-
beat fathers. Many young men who
made the mistake of unprotected sex
will find that they must quit school
and their dreams of a fulfilling career

to support their new families.
Furthermore, those compelled by guilt
or social disgrace may marry a woman
they don't actually love to give the
child a healthy home. The protections
of Roe give men the freedom to find
and marry the love of their lives. 

Of course, many will not see these
benefits until they are confronted by
their own mistakes, but universally
women are better companions,
coworkers, and friends now that they
have been granted greater freedom in
our society. 

The battle might have been won in
1973 but the opposition did not go
away and many have vowed to spend
their entire lives
destroying the Roe
protections. Any
future struggle,
whether in the courts
or the streets,
requires widespread
support of both sexes
to convince apathetic
future generations
that the ranting of
the pro-life move-
ment are just those of
an outspoken minor-
ity. Admittedly, sit-
ting on the sidelines
in silent support is
easier, but easy is not necessarily right.
Similar attitudes of self-congratula-
tions after the Civil War left most
northern whites apathetic to the dra-
conian laws shackled on "freed"
blacks. Just as white participation in
black freedom marches was encour-
aged and necessary, women today
need the outspoken support of men.

Recent events demand greater
male awareness of the erosion of Roe
protections. Just last year, Congress
passed the Partial Birth Abortion Ban,
which banned safe and necessary
medical procedures without consider-
ation for the health of the mother. In
Stenberg v. Carhart (2000), the Supreme
Court found a similar partial birth
abortion ban passed by the state of
Nebraska unconstitutional, so there is
little doubt about the future of this
federal legislation. However, we must
keep a constant vigil for those who
would restrict our liberty to promote
their own selfish desires for a whole-
some society.

In closing, I must give my support
to all student organizations who
refuse to be silenced by University
administrators who have the power of
the purse, but cannot control our
minds. I am glad to see these organi-
zations fighting for what is right
regardless of student organization
funding.
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Call to arms: men needed to protect Roe
Direct Examination

by Nicholas C. Erickson

OPINIONOPINION

10. "I stand before Congress tonight to urge a constitutional amend-
ment preserving the sanctity of marriage, because same-sex marriage

is totally gay."

9. "America will never seek a permission slip to defend the security of
our people, or, if we really just can't get around it, then America will

forge the required signatures."

8. "By pushing for programs with names like 'No Child Left Behind'
and then under-funding them, I have risen the national irony level to

its highest point in years. But Congress must cooperate with my
administration if we are to continue being the world's chief source for

sweet, delicious irony."

7. "Who wants some of this? You? You? What about you, Daschle?
You want to take on these guns?"

6. "Too many people just complain about the over-abundance of
healthy, four-limbed soldiers in the United States Armed Forces, but

my administration has actually done something about it."

5. "This Congress is dissolved! Worship me as your King, ingrates!"

4. "We have overwhelming evidence that massive shipments of yel-
low-cake uranium have been delivered to Syria, I swear to God."

3. "I have a letter written here from Bobby Johnson, age 7, from
Springfield, Illinois. Bobby writes, 'Mr. President I love my country

America my freedoms my family and you your the best.' Well, Bobby,
I think I speak for all Americans when I say that your grammar is

frankly quite atrocious.  For God's sake, kid, learn about the comma."

2. "Tonight I am announcing a $33 million program to expand the
teaching of evolution in high school science classrooms. (pause) Ha
ha ha ha ha! Just ribbing you guys. Seriously, though, we'll continue

to execute evolution teachers."

1. "My gosh, the State of our Union blows."

Law WWeekly Top Ten
The “State” of the Union 

by Zhubin Parang, 1L
Law Weekly



The gauntlet has been thrown
down.  After a year of biding his time
while his Democratic challengers can-
nibalized one another on the campaign
trail, President Bush used his annual
State of the Union speech last Tuesday
to jump back in the ring.  Bush laid out
the issues and the themes he will run
on through November; and given his
inability to ever adjust course, the
message he delivered this January will
be the same message he delivers in
October.  

The speech had two basic parts:
the first half was entirely foreign poli-
cy, the latter half his domestic agenda.
On foreign policy, Bush's basic mes-
sage was fear-mongering over the war
on terror.  Indeed, no other non-ter-
ror/Middle East issue even got honor-
able mention.  Bush knows that most
Americans believe he's good at fight-
ing "people who hate things" and Karl
Rove will play this advantage to the
hilt.  

On the domestic agenda, Bush's
campaign message is both combative
and quixotic.  At once, he promised to
further cut taxes, reduce the deficit by
half over the next five years, "limit"
spending growth to 4%, and fund a
plethora of new or expanded federal

programs.  Most second graders could
figure out that something needs to
give in this equation.     

Bush, in essence, has promised to
run on his record.  He is fond of saying
that he never second-guesses a deci-
sion once he's made it.  Well, there it is.
Bush doesn't feel the slightest hesita-
tion about not finding WMD in Iraq or
creating the highest peacetime federal
deficits in history.  

After months and
months of hearing the
same political
response to the same
questions about Iraq,
the American public
will get sick of the old
tune.

This is politics as it should be.
Real differences between the candi-
dates, real issues on the agenda, and
real division among the voters.  The
electorate won't have to wade through
mushy catchphrases like "compassion-
ate conservative" to figure out what
George W. Bush really stands for.  He's
made it abundantly clear.  

But Bush's plan to run on his

record may be more vulnerable than
past polling suggests.  Over the last
two years, the American public has
given Bush one big war on terror get-
out-of-jail-free card.  No matter how
badly Bush fumbles unrelated foreign
policy matters, he is not held account-
able in the public mind.  As long as all
foreign policy initiatives are given the
war on terror stamp, Bush is held to
the equivalent of rational basis scruti-
ny.  

But Bush's war on terror rhetoric
will naturally come under heightened
scrutiny during an election year.  It
was possible to delude the public into
thinking there was an Iraq-al Qaeda
connection in the midst of war, but if
Bush has to go one-on-one against a
strong Democratic challenger his rhet-
oric will appear increasingly hollow.

Just imagine an October debate
between Bush and the staid yet regal
John Kerry or the trial lawyer John
Edwards.  Jim Lehrer asks President
Bush about why the United States
went to war if Iraq had no WMD.
Bush responds with something about
the war on terror, the world being bet-
ter off without Saddam, and our coali-
tion of the willing -- all true but not
answering the question. Any
Democratic challenger worthy of the
office should be able to tear Bush wide
open on Iraq, let alone the Middle
East, Afghanistan and North Korea.  

After months and months of hear-
ing the same political response to the
same questions about Iraq, the
American public will get sick of the
old tune.  They might not think Iraq
was a bad idea, but nobody likes a can-
didate who refuses to sincerely
address matters of grave national con-
cern.  If he continues to obfuscate on
an issue that is sending a steady
stream of American men and women
home in body bags, the public will
eventually get fed up and demand
more.  In the stretch, Bush will blow it
because he doesn't like to second-
guess himself and he will not want to
appear to be wishy-washy on his most
important foreign policy issue.     

Of course, all of this presumes a
strong Democratic challenger who
Americans can trust on national secu-
rity.  The Iowa electorate all polled
strongly anti-war and yet handed Gov.
Dean a resounding defeat.  In the end,
they favored two senators who had
voted for the war to the anti-war can-
didate that they themselves had all but
named king.  The bottom line is that if
Dean's anti-war message can't sell to
liberal Iowa Democrats then it surely
won't sell to centrist voters elsewhere.  

Nine months out from November,
it's starting to look like this race may
actually shape up to be a real contest.
That's good for spectators like myself
and good for America.

Pacificus Perscpectives
by Scott P. Lindsay
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Bad laws lead to disputes and lit-
igation. Legislation that is passed
without careful thought will result in
conflict. And when rights are poorly
defined in the successor states of a
decolonizing empire, the conflict
could lead to war. This article will
briefly look at how the legacy of well-
intentioned but ineffective laws in
one situation has led to world con-
flict.

In the 19th century, the Ottoman
Empire (OE) was known as the 'sick
man of Europe.' Christian European
states were winning wars and eco-
nomic concessions from the OE. In
response to this encroachment, the
Ottoman government sought to mod-
ernize and reorganize the empire.
This led to the reforms known as the
Tanzimat (Reorganization) from
1839-1876.

Marshall Hodgson has shown
that the OE was a state that rested
lightly on its subjects. Istanbul did
not interfere too much with local life.
The government assigned revenue
farms called timars to officers of the
empire who were expected to pro-
vide military service when needed.
To secure the cooperation of the
fiercely independent local bigwigs
(amirs and ayans) in Arab lands, the
OE traditionally did not attempt to
impose central government regula-
tion.

All that changed with the
Tanzimat. The reformers saw that the
centralized, organized European gov-
ernments were able to manage their
resources and act decisively. Istanbul
sought the same, so it implemented
the Ottoman Land Code of 1858

which definitely laid down the prin-
ciples of land ownership. In
Palestine, most of the land was classi-
fied as miri, essentially land owned
by the state where the tenants (fel-
lahin) acquired rights only through
cultivating the land.

The government passed the Tapu
Law of 1858 which ordered the regis-
tration of land titles. The following
year it issued the Tapu Seneds law
which decreed that henceforth no one
could own rights to miri land without
a deed. It was thought that this
would strengthen the rights of local
tenants and encourage increased
agricultural production, since the
economy depended heavily on agri-
cultural exports to pay for European
arms. This was also intended to raise
the central government's revenues by
removing the oppression of tax farm-
ers and redirecting the tax monies to
Istanbul. 

The intentions of the legislators
did not succeed in Palestine. The
Ottoman state was unpopular there
and did not have a bureaucracy at
local levels. Corruption was rife. The
population of the province was com-
prised largely of illiterate peasants
and small numbers of powerful nota-
bles. Many peasants did not under-
stand the new laws and continued to
rely on oral evidence of their tenancy
rights. Many notables did not bother
to register their lands.

The intent of the Tanzimat legis-
lators was undermined by various
disincentives to cooperation with the
government. In the OE as elsewhere,
the emergence of the nation-state was
a new thing. Peasants resented and
feared government interference. It
was feared that the registration was
for tax purposes. The peasants also
did not desire to pay the registration

fees necessary for registration. To top
it all, Ali Pasha in neighboring Egypt
had recently tried to form a conscript
army to match the Europeans.
Palestinian peasants were afraid that
if they registered their tenancies, con-
scription would follow.

The net result of all these disin-
centives to register land by the legiti-
mate users resulted in the exploita-
tion of the system, much as in Britain
where the enclosure system permit-
ted  the powerful to exploit the small
farmer. In Palestine, wealthy mer-
chants and city notables often took
advantage and registered entire vil-
lages under their own names. The
19th century Palestinian village com-
munities, unaccustomed to modern
ideas of individual property rights,
tended to register all their lands
under a few individuals' names. To
avoid military conscription and taxes,
peasants also registered land under
fake names or dead people. As
Stephen Halbrook points out, this led
to the concentration of legal property
ownership in the hands of small
numbers of people who had little real
claim.

The domestic legal problems of
the Ottoman Empire took on global
significance with the project of
Zionism and British colonial ven-
tures. The Baron Rothschild founded
the Palestinian Jewish Colonization
Association which sought to promote
Jewish private ownership of land in
Palestine. Other Jewish organizations
encouraged Jewish immigration into
Palestine. In 1882 indigenous Jews
owned 0.09% of the land in Palestine.
By 1900 this had risen to 0.8%. Walter
Lehn says that by 1948, Jews owned
3.5% of Palestine.

While the actual proportion of
land owned by Jews was small, the

social significance was very large.
The Zionist project had a very high
profile. It typically purchased land
from absentee landlords, drove the
Palestinian tenants off the land, and
resettled Jews from abroad in their
stead. This contributed to increasing
tensions between Arabs and Jews
which had been largely absent previ-
ously. While the actual numbers of
Palestinians actually evicted were
small, by the 1930s these indignities
were coming at a time of rising
national consciousness and opposi-
tion to Western colonialism. It led to
Arab hostility and hatred of Jews.
Hence the Arabs sought to ban the
sale of land to Jews and Jewish immi-
gration in their 'November Demands'
made during the revolt of 1936
against British rule.

The State of Israel succeeded the
British administration in the Jewish
mandated section of Palestine in
1948. 70% of the land was govern-
ment land and few Palestinian ten-
ants had title deeds confirming their
rights to tenancy. So the government
simply awarded legal ownership to
Jewish immigrants and evicted the
Arabs. The simmering tensions
exploded.

What started as a well-meaning if
ineffective effort at modernizing an
empire led to unconscionable
exploitation of the legal system by
local notables. Land purchases by for-
eigners and the subsequent alienation
of the original inhabitants who had
insufficient title to land led to tension,
communal violence, to war and final-
ly terrorism. The D.C. government
has to put concrete blocks in front of
government buildings today because
of laws passed over a century ago in
a now-defunct state.

Bad laws lead to war: lessons from the Ottomans
by Chen Fong Goh



Only two issues into the semester,
and it already feels as though the world
has changed since the last time my
words graced these pages.  It’s amazing
what happens every year between
Thanksgiving and MLK Day.  

No matter how much rest and relax-
ation we enjoyed over the break, we
return to these confines with tired eyes
and run-down batteries.  But when we
return we find that everything has
changed – schedules, hallway traffic pat-
terns, and, interestingly enough, law
school newspaper formats.

Before I discuss the most important
changes of all, I must give credit where
credit is due.  Didn’t I tell you all this was
going to happen?  Didn’t I warn of
dynamic and dramatic changes for these
very pages?  Of course I did, but did any
of you listen?  No, and now you’re all
surprised to have come back and find
that the old Law Weekly has gone on a
permanent sabbatical.  Never again will
we see football picks, or traditional front-
page formats, or a lack of innovation.
Instead the new board has injected a
sense of urgency to the issue every week.  

There is more information, more
excitement, and more originality than
there was before.  Not that they have
experienced this yet, and I don’t predict
that they will, but this group is willing to
try things and fail.  They are more will-
ing to trade risk for reward than I ever
was.  We had awards to win and knew
exactly what to do to get them.  This
group doesn’t care, but that doesn’t
mean that they won’t win awards – they
most certainly will – but for different rea-
sons, better reasons, than what the past
generation accomplished.  They will win
on their own terms.  

It takes a lot of guts and probably a
can or two of liquid courage, to remodel
the Law Weekly as much as they have, but
much like your favorite Queer Eye
episode, they took something that didn’t
even look like a reclamation project and
turned it into something much better just

because they brought new ideas to the
table and implemented them.  To do so
takes a little something I like to call lead-
ership.  So props to Emy and her crew
for coming up with bold ideas and them
putting them in over such a short peri-
od of time.  Sometimes change for the
sake of change is a good thing – the “if
it’s not broken, break it” philosophy –
but what has happened here is change
for the sake of improvement.
Admittedly, our competition has
caught up to us, and we were not doing
everything we could with this little
enterprise.  But the Law Weekly has gone
to the next level, and I’m forever proud
of where she’s been and where she’s
going, but that brings me to the most
important over-the-break change expe-
rienced by myself and certainly other
3Ls – the sudden and undeniable death
of my motivation and the inexplicable
urge to get the hell out of here.

I wish I knew what happened to me
over the break, but I came back and final-
ly realized the truth of the old saying,
“First year you’re scared to death, sec-
ond year you’re worked to death, and
third year you’re bored to death.”  Last
semester I was wondering where my
boring third year was, but I found it
waiting for me when I hopped off the
plane from Phoenix.  I went to my first
class and realized that the statement is
shockingly true – my mind constantly
wanders to Newport Beach and won-
ders what is going on this weekend,
which, for this semester at least, begins
Thursday nights instead of Sunday
mornings.  Maintaining focus on corpo-
rate formation and the ethical duties of a
board of directors is becoming increas-
ingly difficult, if not impossible.  Last
week, my mom asked me how school
was going, and my honest answer was,
“I don’t know.”

How bad do I feel that I’m paying
for this world-class education and this is
what I’m doing with it?  Well, pretty bad,
but the decision to make the most out of
this final semester has been taken away
from me by the cruel hands of time.  I
honestly wish I could do something
about this.  I wish I could recover the

pluck of my first year.  Part of me yearns
for the self-imposed stress and the dan-
ger of not understanding what the hell
was going on in Torts.

But, alas, all that is gone – at least
until the fear of the billable hours god is
burned into me.  Maybe subconsciously
that is exactly what is going on.  Maybe
my mind is forcing itself to run on fumes
until the big first day of work comes.
Maybe I’m in some automatic shutdown
mode until I have to begin studying for
the bar.  Maybe I’m just making excuses
for why I’m not putting in the effort I
should be.

I think what’s happening is twofold.
First, I get it now.  I know what profes-
sors are looking for.  I know what class-
es are going to be like.  I know what the
effort-to-grade ratio roughly looks like.  I
know what days I’m going to be on call.
I’ve even developed an innate sense as to
when a professor is even thinking about
trying to pronounce my last name.  I
think all 3Ls have something similar by
this point.  Want proof?  In any class
where both 2Ls and 3Ls sit, notice the 17
pages of notes the 3Ls have pumped out,
but even more impressive is my new
world record solitaire score.  I’m sorry if

I’m giving away too many tricks of the
trade and next week witnesses a profes-
sor-led retribution against 3Ls, but with
experience comes efficiency, and that is
one of the privileges of membership.

Second, I don’t know about every-
one else, but I’m going to make up for
some lost time.  Look at what we’ve
done to ourselves for the past two years.
Human beings can only take so much,
and those who are about to graduate
have likely committed to a lifetime of
this stuff.  It’s time to remember the
things we’ve given up over the past two
and half years of our lives.  It’s time to go
out again.  It’s time to enjoy the people
we love again, hell, it’s time to fall in love
again.  It’s time to appreciate, for the last
time, the life of being a student.  With job
searches and grade hysteria, that simple
fact is too easy to forget.  When will I
ever be able to work out at 2:30 in the
afternoon again?  I have to think that I
don’t feel this way by accident, that the
third year was designed for exactly this
reason.  So to all my fellow 3Ls – enjoy it,
what you’ve been waiting for is here.  To
everyone else, your time will come soon
enough.

Mass Appeal
by Jon Massimino
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